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Summary Nomenclature
The NASA Ames Rotor Test Apparatus was modified to AF
include a Steady/Dynamic Rotor Balance. The dynamic
calibration procedures and configurations are discussed. NF
Random excitation was applied at the rotor hub, and
vibratory force and moment responses were measured on NFi
the steady/dynamic rotor balance. Transfer functions were
computed using the load cell data and the vibratory force PM
and moment responses from the rotor balance. Calibration
results showing the influence of frequency bandwidth, RM
hub mass, rotor RPM, thrust preload, and dynamic loads
through the stationary push rods are presented and SF
discussed.
Vx
Introduction
Accurate measurements of the vibratory loading of a
rotor system have long been a challenge to the rotorcrafl
community (refs. I-4). In 1987, NASA Ames identified
the requirement to extend the capability of the Rotor Test
Apparatus (RTA) to measure both the steady and vibra-
tory hub forces and moments to thrust levels of 22,000 lb.
From this requirement a rotor balance was designed,
fabricated, and calibrated to measure both the steady and
vibratory thrust, torque, shears, and moments of any rotor
system installed on the RTA.
This report documents the procedures and results of
the dynamic calibration of the Steady/Dynamic Rotor
Balance (S/DRB) on the RTA. Calibration results show-
ing the influence of frequency bandwidth, hub mass, rotor
RPM, thrust preload, and dynamic loads through the
stationary push rods are presented and discussed. Further
results and information regarding the calibration and data
processing procedures for the S/DRB are found in
references 5 and 6.
*Sterling Federal Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
axial force, positive aft, Ib
normal force, positive up, ib
normal force on flexure i, positive up, Ib
pitch moment, positive nose up, ft-lb
roll moment, positive right wing down, ft-lb
side force, positive to right, Ib
output voltage for strain gage X, mV
Test Hardware
Rotor Test Apparatus
The NASA Ames RTA is a special-purpose drive and
support system for operating helicopter rotors in the
40- by 80- and 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnels. The RTA
houses two electric drive motors, the hydraulic servo-
actuators of the primary control system, and a dynamic
control system capable of introducing dynamic pertur-
bations to the nonrotating swashplate (collective and tilt)
at frequencies up to 40 Hz. Installed on the RTA is a
five-component S/DRB to measure rotor loads at the hub
moment center. The balance was designed and fabricated
to measure both the steady and vibratory rotor normal,
axial, and side forces, together with rotor pitch and roll
moments to rotor thrust levels of 22,000 lb. An instru-
mented flex-coupling measures rotor torque and residual
normal force. The isolated balance natural frequencies are
all above 60 Hz.
Steady/Dynamic Rotor Balance
The five-component S/DRB is located between the RTA
transmission and the upper housing. The S/DRB consists
oftworings with a 28-in. inner diameter and a 32-in.
outer diameter, which are connected to each other by four
rectangular, instrumented flexures. The centers of the four
flexures are located on a 30-in. diameter circle.
Figure 1 shows a schematic top view of the five-
component ring balance. The flexures are identified by
the numbers l through 4. Flexures l and 2 are located in
the longitudinal plane in the forward and aft locations,
respectively. Flexures 3 and 4 are located in the lateral
plane at the left and right positions, respectively. The
balance flexures are 2.872 in. tall and have a rectangular
cross section measuring 0.540 by 1.068 in. The flexures
are oriented such that the long side of the rectangular
cross section is tangential to the balance circumference.
Figure 2 shows the balance. The balance was retrofitted to
the existing RTA model and installed on top of the RTA
transmission. The presence of an extrusion to accommo-
date the transmission idler shaft and bearing resulted in a
large cutout in the nonmetric side of the balance. This
45 deg pie shape cutout is clearly visible in figure 2 on
the lower side of the balance. The cutout is located
directly under flexure 2 and resulted in some large
balance gage interactions.
The balance static load limits are: 22,000 Ib of thrust,
4,400 Ib of resultant in-plane shear, and 57,800 ft-lb of
resultant moment at the balance moment center. There-
fore, the maximum allowable resultant hub moment
depends upon the hub height above the balance moment
center. The balance shares a common centerline with the
rotor shaft. The rotor shaft has an in-line flex-coupling,
which is instrumented to measure rotor torque up to a
maximum of 36,000 ft-lb and the residual shaft thrust up
to a calibration limit of 200 lb.
The vibratory (I/2 peak-to-peak) load limits of the
balance are: 5,500 lb of thrust, 1,100 Ib of resultant
in-plane shear, and 8,920 ft-lb of resultant moment with
the balance static load limits listed above as the do not
exceed limits.
Rotor Control System
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the RTA control system.
Static control of the swashplate is provided through the
three primary actuators. The three stationary (nonrotating)
push rods connect the walking beams to the swashplate.
These three push rods are approximately parallel to the
rotor shaft and are located on an approximate radius of
8.4 in. at azimuth locations of 120 (push rod number I),
210 (push rod number 3), and 300 deg (push rod
number 2) with zero deg azimuth pointing aft along
the RTA longitudinal axis. The stationary push rods are
instrumented to measure the push rod's axial force.
The rotor control system is installed on the actuator
baseplate of the RTA, which is mounted to the upper
output bearing housing which in turn is installed on top
of the steady/dynamic rotor balance. Loading through
the stationary push rods results in simultaneous normal
force, pitch moment, and roll moment loading. The rotor
balance measurements represent the total rotor loading
including the loading transferred down from the rotor
through primary load path formed by the rotor shaft and
the RTA upper output bearing housing, and through the
secondary load path formed by the rotating push rods,
swashplate, walking beams, stationary push rods, actuator
baseplate, and the RTA upper housing output bearing
housing. Figure 3 is a schematic of the redundant load
path system on the RTA.
Balance Gaging
Each of the four flexures is instrumented with a four-arm
active Wheatstone bridge to measure loading in the
flexure axial direction (balance normal force direction).
These four individual normal force component readings,
VNF i, i = 1--4, are summed to provide the balance normal
force reading, VNF = VNF 1 + VNF 2 +VNF 3 + VNF 4. The
readings from the opposing flexures are differenced to
provide pitch and roll moment readings, VpM = VNF 1-
VNF 2 and VRM = VNF 3 - VNF4, respectively.
Each of the four flexures is also instrumented with a four-
arm active Wheatstone bending bridge, measuring the
shear force along the long side of the flexure cross
section. The strain gage outputs of opposing flexures are
wired into a Wheatstone bridge to provide the balance
axial force reading, VAF (from flexures 3 and 4), and the
balance side force reading, VSF (from flexures ! and 2).
Balance Monitoring
The balance provides six gage readings: NFI, NF2, NF3,
NF4, AF, and SF. The summing and differencing of the
NFi gages into the NF, PM, and RM readings are done
digitally in the balance data reduction program.
A Balance Analog Monitoring Box (BAMB) is used for
on-line monitoring to ensure safe operation of the rotor
system and the balance. This box combines the six
balance gage outputs into analog signals representing the
various forces and moments in both the balance- and the
hub-axis systems. This on-line analog process does not
provideforbalancegageinteractioncorrections.The
variousanalogoutputsignalsfromtheBAMBare
displayedonananalogbarchartmonitororonan
oscilloscopetoperformtheon-linesafety-of-flight
monitoringduringactualwindtunneltesting.Actual
safety-of-flightmonitoringlimitsaretestdependentdue
tohubheightabovethebalancemomentcenter.
TheBAMBanalogsignalsforNF,PM,andRMwere
alsoacquireduringthedynamiccalibrationtestforuse
indeterminingthedynamicalibrationmatrix.
Dynamic Balance Calibration
Test Setup
The RTA was mounted on the three-strut model support
system of the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The 8-ft
model support struts with 33-in. tips were installed onto a
T-frame, which in turn was supported by the wind tunnel
scale system. The rotor plane was approximately 22 fl
above the tunnel floor. An extensive dynamic calibration
test was performed to obtain the balance/stand frequency
response (transfer) functions that represent the dynamics
of the RTA installation. Figures 4 and 5 show the RTA
installed in the test section of the 40- by 80-Foot Wind
Tunnel during the dynamic calibration test.
The rotor hub was replaced by special calibration
hardware, which allowed for applying loading with and
without the rotor shaft rotating. The calibration hardware
consisted of a shaft with a radial bearing installed at the
appropriate hub height and a thrust bearing at the end of
the shaft. These two bearings allow for the application of
static or dynamic loads on a rotating shaft: in-plane hub
shear load for the radial bearing and thrust load for the
thrust bearing. The outer bearing race is prevented from
rotating using guy wires secured to a telescoping man-lift
as shown in figures 6 and 7.
A calibration fixture was attached to the thrust bearing
fixture which allowed for vertical load application at the
shaft center and at a radial moment arm. Figure 8 is a
schematic showing the vertical calibration configuration
in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The moment carrying
capability of the thrust bearing under rotation limited the
moment arm to I ft. Vertical dynamic loading at the 1-ft
moment arm (fig. 6) represented the out-of-plane hub
shear (thrust) and dynamic hub moments (pitch and roll).
The two bearings allowed for the dynamic in-plane shear
load application while applying a steady vertical force at
the shaft end, i.e., a thrust force. Figure 9 is a schematic
showing the longitudinal and lateral in-plane calibration
configurations in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel.
Two circular platters were secured to the shaft just
below and above the radial hub bearing (figs. 6 and 7).
Semicircular weights of 61.1 Ib (half-donuts) were
installed onto each of these two platters to simulate the
hub and blade weight. By adding or removing weights the
total calibration test mass can be varied to represent the
mass of different rotor systems. The vertical center of
gravity (cg) of the calibration test hardware is located at
the radial bearing center, which represents the hub
location.
Dynamic calibration of the rotor balance through the
stationary push rods was also conducted. To obtain access
to the push rods, it was necessary to remove the calibra-
tion hardware and acquire the balance gage frequency
responses at zero hub and blade mass only. Vibratory
loading was applied directly to the free end of one of the
stationary push rods.
Test Procedures
A hydraulic actuator was used to excite the model and the
support system at the nominal hub height of 6.1 ft above
the balance moment center. One end of the hydraulic
actuator was attached to a 5-fi long extension arm. The
other end of the actuator was attached to the hub. The
extension arm was attached to an 11,600-1b reaction mass
hung from the gantry crane, as shown in figures 4, 5,
and 8. The actuator was aligned with respect to the
extension arm, which was in turn aligned parallel to the
calibration direction. After achieving rough alignment of
the actuator and the extension arm using the gantry crane,
finer alignment was achieved by applying tension to the
guy wires attached between the reaction mass and the
tunnel floor. The guy wires also restrained swinging of
the reaction mass during actuator excitation. A load cell
located between the hydraulic actuator and the hub
measured the applied force.
A random excitation from 0 to 64 Hz at input force levels
of up to :1.-600lb was applied at the nominal rotor hub
height. A 16-channel GenRad 2515 Computer-Aided Test
System was used to acquire and store the Frequency
Response Functions (FRFs) or transfer functions of the
balance forces and moments with respect to the input
force load cell. The FRF data were then transferred to a
VAX mainframe computer for further data processing.
Test Envelope
The dynamic calibration test setup did not allow for the
application of pure hub moments. Hub moments were
obtained by applying a vertical force at a l-It radial
moment arm from the hub center. This loading results
in a hub force (thrust) and a hub moment (pitch or roll).
The balance also measures a balance force and a balance
moment with respect to the balance moment center. A
pure in-plane hub shear does not result in a hub moment,
but results in a balance shear and a balance moment due
to the vertical separation or offset of the hub and balance
moment center. To determine the dynamic calibration
matrix for the five-component S/DRB as a result of
loading through the primary load path, a total of five
loading sequences were used. The five load sequences
are identified in table 1. The five unique load sequences
are: vertical loading at the shaft center (thrust loading),
vertical loading at ! ft forward of the shaft center (thrust
and hub pitch moment loading), vertical loading at 1 ft to
the left of the shaft center (thrust and hub roll moment
loading), and hub horizontal loading in the RTA longi-
tudinal plane (hub axial force loading) and in the RTA
lateral plane (hub side force loading). To determine the
dynamic calibration matrix for the five-component
S/DRB as a result of loading through the secondary
(redundant) load path, a total of three loading sequences
were used. The three load sequences are also identified in
table 1. The three unique load sequences are: vibratory
loading through stationary push rod number 1, vibratory
loading through stationary push rod number 2, and
vibratory loading through stationary push rod number 3.
As discussed previously, loading through the stationary
push rods results in simultaneous normal force, pitch
moment, and roll moment loading. For each balance
loading setup the FRFs for the following balance readings
were acquired: NFI, NF2, NF3, NF4, AF, and SF from
the balance gages and the resolved NF, PM, and RM
signals from the BAMB.
During the calibration test, data for the set of five loading
sequences through the primary load path and the three
loading sequences through the secondary or redundant
load path shown in table I were acquired at zero shaft
rotation and at zero thrust preload. Data were also
acquired during longitudinal and lateral shear force
shaking while applying a steady thrust force to the hub.
In addition, some data were acquired with shaft rotation
at nominal rotor speeds of 315 and 425 RPM, with and
without a thrust preload.
A description of the data processing procedures, including
the determination of the dynamic calibration matrices, is
provided in references 5 and 6. Reference 5 describes the
data processing procedures for the dynamic loading
through the primary load path, and reference 6 describes
the data processing procedures for the dynamic loading
through both the primary load path and the secondary
(redundant) load path.
Test Configurations
Dynamic calibration testing of the RTA S/DRB configu-
ration was performed prior to two 40- by 80-Foot Wind
Tunnel test entries in which the Sikorsky five-bladed
Bearingless Main Rotor (SBMR) (refs. 6 and 7) and the
BO105 four-bladed hingeless main rotor (ref. 8) were
tested. The RTA was not removed from the tunnel
support system between these two tunnel entries. The hub
calibration test hardware, however, was reconfigured to
represent the hub/blade mass of each of these two rotor
systems. The weight difference between the two
hub/blade systems is 740 lb. The hub/balance center
offset was 6.1 ft in both tests. In general, the lower and
upper limits of the RTA test capabilities are represented
by the BOI05 and SBMR rotor systems, respectively.
Dynamic Calibration Results
Frequency Response Function data were acquired during
extensive dynamic calibration testing of the RTA in the
40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. Table 2 shows the test
envelope at which these FRFs were obtained for the two
test configurations, representing the SBMR and BO105
rotor systems. These FRF data were acquired at a zero
deg RTA shaft angle, i.e., at zero model angle of attack.
Data were acquired to determine the effects of frequency
bandwidth, hub mass, rotor RPM, thrust preload, and
dynamic loads through the stationary push rods on the
balance response due to the dynamic behavior of the RTA
and the wind tunnel support system.
Effects of Frequency Resolution
Figures 10-14 and 16 present comparisons of the balance
gage output FRFs for two different data acquisition
frequency bandwidth settings (0-32 and 0-64 Hz). These
comparisons were performed to evaluate the influence of
increased frequency resolution on the measured FRFs.
The repeatability of the FRF data from 0 to 32 Hz can
also be evaluated from these comparisons. Figure 15 is a
comparison of balance gage output FRFs for forward and
aft hub (out-of-plane) pitch moment loading. In general,
the influence of reduced frequency bandwidth (from
0-64 Hz to 0-32 Hz) in the data acquisition process
showednosignificantchangesintheFRFswithincreased
frequencyresolutioni either the directly loaded balance
gages or the interactions.
Figures 10-16 show significant changes in the dynamic
response of the balance over the entire frequency band-
width of either 0-32 Hz or 0-64 Hz. Since the balance
flexure design places the balance natural frequencies
above 60 Hz, the changes in the dynamic balance
response seen in figures 10-16 are attributed to the
dynamic structural characteristics of both the wind
tunnel support system and the RTA itself. The response/
interaction of the balance gages is changed significantly
by the balance dynamic response shown in figures 10-16,
indicating the necessity of making dynamic corrections to
both the gage sensitivity and gage interaction terms in the
balance calibration matrix.
Figure 10 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a side force loading at the hub (load
sequence 6). The balance moment center is located 6. i ft
below the hub, and a hub side force therefore results in
both a balance side force and a balance roll moment
loading. The calibration test hub mass for this FRF data
set represents the mass of the BOi05 hub and blades.
The loading, measured by the input force load cell, was
converted into the corresponding loading seen by the
balance. The FRF magnitude axis dimension is in units of
EUoutput/EUinput, where EU represents engineering units
of the corresponding balance output. Forces are presented
in Iboutput/lbinput, while the moments are presented in ft-
lboutput/ft-lbinput. At low frequencies (<1 Hz) the FRF for
the side force (fig. 10(e)) and the roll moment (fig. 10(c))
gages show a ratio of approximately I as these are the
directly loaded gages. The other three gages, normal force
(fig. 10(a)), axial force (fig. 10(d)), and pitch moment
(fig. 10(b)), show a ratio of approximately 0 at low
frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate the amount of load
interaction seen by these gages. The differences in the
balance gage FRFs due to side force loading between (he
0-32 Hz and 0-64 Hz bandwidths are small and are
primarily seen in the balance gage interactions. Small
differences in both magnitude and phase are seen in the
normal force interaction (fig. 10(a)), the axial force
interaction (fig. 10(d)), and the pitch moment interaction
(fig. lO(b)).
Figure 11 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to an axial force loading at the hub (load
sequence 5). As in the case with the side force loading,
the balance moment center is located 6. I ft below the hub,
and a hub axial force therefore results in both a balance
axial force and a balance pitch moment loading. At
low frequencies (<! Hz) the FRFs for the axial force
(fig. I I(d)) and the pitch moment (fig. 1 l(b)) gages show
a ratio of approximately I as these are the directly loaded
gages. The other three gages, normal force (fig. 1 i (a)),
side force (fig. I I(e)), and roll moment (fig. I I(c)), show
a ratio of approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and
indicate the amount of load interaction seen by these
gages. Again, the differences in the balance gage FRFs
due to axial force loading between the 0-32 Hz and
0--64 Hz bandwidths are small and are primarily seen in
the balance gage interactions.
Figure 12 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a normal force loading at the hub
(load sequence I). At low frequencies (<1 Hz) the FRF
for the normal force (fig. 12(a)) gage shows a ratio of
approximately 1 as this is the only directly loaded gage.
The other four gages, axial force (fig. 12(d)), side force
(fig. 12(e)), pitch moment (fig. 12(b)), and roll moment
(fig. 12(c)), show a ratio of approximately 0 at low
frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate the amount of load
interaction seen by these gages. Again, the differences
in the balance gage FRFs due to normal force loading
between the 0-32 Hz and 0-64 Hz bandwidths are small
and are primarily seen in the balance gage interactions.
Figure 13 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a forward pitch (out-of-plane)
moment loading at the hub (load sequence 2). At low
frequencies (<! Hz) the FRFs for the pitch moment
(fig. 13(b)) and the normal force (fig. 13(a)) gages show
a ratio of approximately I as these are the only directly
loaded gages. The other three gages, axial force
(fig. 13(d)), side force (fig. 13(e)), and roll moment
(fig. 13(c)), show a ratio of approximately 0 at low
frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate the amount of load
interaction seen by these gages. Again, the differences
in the balance gage FRFs due to pitch moment loading
between the 0-32 Hz and 0--64 Hz bandwidths are small
and are primarily seen in the balance gage interactions.
Figure 14 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to an aft pitch (out-of-plane) moment
loading at the hub (load sequence 3). At low frequencies
(<! Hz) the FRFs for the pitch moment (fig. 14(b)) and
the normal force (fig. 14(a)) gages show a ratio of
approximately 1 as these are the only directly loaded
gages. The other three gages, axial force (fig. 14(d)), side
force (fig. 14(e)), and roll moment (fig. 14(c)), show a
ratio of approximately 0 at low frequency (< I Hz) and
indicate the amount of load interaction seen by these
gages. Again, the differences in the balance gage FRFs
due to roll moment loading between the 0-32 Hz and
0-64 Hz bandwidths are small and are primarily seen in
the balance gage interactions.
Figure15presentsa comparison of the balance gage
output FRFs for the directly loaded gages shown in
figures 13 and 14. Figure 15(a) is a comparison of the
normal force response due to a forward (fig. 13(a)) and
an aft (fig. 14(a)) hub pitch moment loading. Figure 15(b)
is a comparison of the pitch moment response due to the
same forward (fig. 13(b)) and an aft (fig. 14(b)) hub pitch
moment loading. The primary phase difference (180 deg
phase shift) shown in figure 15(b) is due to the positive
sign convention of the load cell and balance under a static
load. Differences in the FRFs of the directly loaded gages
shown in figure 15 and comparisons of the interactions
shown figures 13 and 14 are probably caused by the
physical cutout in the nonmetric portion of the balance
that was discussed previously in this report and shown in
figure 2.
Figure 16 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a roll (out-of-plane) moment loading
at the hub (load sequence 4). At low frequencies (<1 Hz)
the FRFs for the roll moment (fig. 16(c)) and the normal
force (fig. 16(a)) gages show a ratio of approximately I as
these are the only directly loaded gages. The other three
gages, axial force (fig. 16(d)), side force (fig. 16(e)), and
pitch moment (fig. 16(b)), show a ratio of approximately
0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate the amount of
load interaction seen by these gages. Again, the differ-
ences in the balance gage FRFs due to roll moment
loading between the 0--32 Hz and 0-64 Hz bandwidths
are small and are primarily seen in the balance gage
interactions.
In-Plane Versus Out-of-Plane Loading
Figure 10(c) shows the FRF data for the roll moment gage
due to a horizontal or in-plane vibratory load at the hub,
and figure 1 l(b) shows the FRF data for the pitch moment
gage due to a horizontal or in-plane vibratory load at the
hub. During another portion of the calibration test, a
balance roll moment and a balance pitch moment were
also generated by an out-of-plane force: a vertical vibra-
tory load input was applied I ft to the left of the shaft
center (fig. 16(c)) and 1 ft forward of the rotor shaft in the
longitudinal plane (fig. 13(b)) of the RTA, respectively.
In the first case, the balance normal force and roll
moment gages are loaded simultaneously, and in the
second case the balance normal force and pitch moment
gages are loaded simultaneously.
The pitch moment and roll moment FRF data obtained
by out-of-plane and in-plane hub force applications are
compared in figure 17. Figure 17(a) presents the compari-
son of the hub pitch moment response, and figure 17(b)
presents the comparison of the hub roll moment response.
In both cases, the measured pitch moment and roll
moment FRF data are the sum of the response of the
PM or RM gage due to a pure moment loading and the
interaction response to a force application. Comparisons
of the two curves in figure 17 show markedly different
balance pitch and roll moment responses due to out-of-
plane versus in-plane force loading, especially for
frequencies greater than 20 Hz. The difference could be
the result of the difference in the magnitude of PM and
RM loading, being 500 ftolb due to the out-of-plane force
loading and 3,660 ft-lb due to the in-plane force loading.
A second explanation is that the RTA/balance response is
considerably different for out-of-plane versus in-plane
loading.
Effect of Shaft Rotation
Figures 18-22 present comparisons of the balance gage
output FRFs under vibratory in-plane and out-of-plane
loading without and with shaft rotation of 315 and
425 RPM. The calibration test configuration again repre-
sents the BOI05 hub and blade mass. These comparisons
were performed to evaluate the influence of shaft rotation
on the measured FRFs.
Figure 18 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to an axial force loading at the hub (load
sequence 5) without and with shaft rotation. The axial
force (fig. 18(d)) and the pitch moment (fig. 18(b)) gages
are the directly loaded gages in this figure. Figure 18
shows that the effect of rotation is minimal at low
frequencies for the directly loaded gages (AF and PM in
this case). Differences are noted at the higher frequencies
(>30 Hz) for both the magnitude and phase data with the
425 RPM showing the greatest differences. The FRFs for
the normal force (fig. 18(a)), side force (fig. 18(e)), and
roll moment (fig. 18(c)) interactions show some effect of
shaft rotation on magnitude at frequencies greater than
30 Hz, but phase shifts are noticed at frequencies as low
as 12 Hz for the normal force interaction (fig. 18(a)). The
FRF data of figure 18 show a resonance at approximately
19 Hz, which is also observed in figures 10-17. Review
of the FRF data plots shows that rotation influences the
magnitude of this resonance for all balance gages.
Figure 19 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a normal force loading at the hub
(load sequence I) without and with shaft rotation. The
normal force (fig. 19(a)) gage is the only directly loaded
gage in this figure. Figure 19 shows that the effect of
rotation is minimal at low frequencies for the directly
loaded gage (NF in this case). Again, differences are
notedatthehigherfrequencies(>!9Hz)forboththe
magnitudeandphasedatawiththe425RPMshowing
thegreatestdifference.TheFRFsfortheaxialforce
(fig.19(d)),sideforce(fig.19(e)),pitchmoment
(fig.19(b)),androllmoment(fig.19(c))interactions
showsmalleffectsonmagnitudeandphaseduetoshaft
rotationoverthewholefrequencyrange(0---64Hz).
Figure20presentsrepresentativeFRFsofthebalance
gageoutputsduetoaforwardpitch(out-of-plane)
momentloadingatthehub(loadsequence2)without
andwithshaftrotation.Thepitchmoment(fig.20(b))and
thenormalforce(fig.20(a))gagesaretheonlydirectly
loadedgagesin thisfigure.Figure20showsthatthe
effectofrotationisminimalatlowfrequenciesforthe
directlyloadedgages(PMandNFinthiscase).Again,
differencesarenotedatthehigherfrequencies(>19Hz)
forboththemagnitudeandphasedata.Exceptforsome
isolatedfrequenciesinthe5-8Hzrange(duetorotational
unbalance),theFRFsfortheaxialforce(fig.20(d)),side
force(fig.20(e)),androllmoment(fig.20(c))interactions
showsmalleffectsonmagnitudeandphaseduetoshaft
rotationoverthewholefrequencyrange(0-64Hz).
Figure21presentsrepresentativeFRFsofthebalance
gageoutputsduetoanaftpitch(out-of-plane)moment
loadingatthehub(loadsequence3)withoutandwith
shaftrotation.Thepitchmoment(fig.21(b))andthe
normalforce(fig.21(a))gagesaretheonlydirectly
loadedgagesin thisfigure.Figure21showsthatthe
effectofrotationisminimalatlowfrequenciesforthe
directlyloadedgages(PMandNFinthiscase).Again,
differencesarenotedatthehigherfrequencies(>19Hz)
forboththemagnitudeandphasedata.Exceptforsome
isolatedfrequenciesinthe5-8Hzrange,theFRFforthe
axialforce(fig.21(d))interactionshowsmalleffectson
magnitudeandphaseduetoshaftrotationoverthewhole
frequencyrange(0--64Hz).Theinteractionsonsideforce
(fig.21(e))androllmoment(fig.21(c))forbothmagni-
tudeandphasevaryoverthewholefrequencyrange(0--64Hz)duetoshaftrotation.Comparisonffigures20
and21showsthattheaftpitchmomentloadingwithshaft
rotationhasamuchgreatereffectontheinteractions
comparedwiththeforwardpitchmomentloading.
Figure22presentsrepresentativeFRFsofthebalance
gageoutputsduetoaroll(out-of-plane)momentloading
atthehub(loadsequence4)withoutandwithshaft
rotation.Therollmoment(fig.22(c))andthenormal
force(fig.22(a))gagesaretheonlydirectlyloadedgages
inthisfigure.Figure22showsthattheeffectofrotationis
minimalatlowfrequenciesforthedirectlyloadedgages
(RMandNFinthiscase).Again,differencesarenotedat
thehigherfrequencies(>19Hz)forboththemagnitude
andphasedata.Theinteractionsonaxialforce
(fig.22(d)),sideforce(fig.22(e)),andpitchmoment(fig.22(b))forbothmagnitudeandphasevaryoverthe
wholefrequencyrange(0--64Hz)duetoshaftrotation.
Effect of Thrust Preload without and with Shaft
Rotation
The effect of rotor thrust preload is shown in figures 23
and 24 with no shaft rotation and in figure 25 with a shaft
rotation of 315 RPM. The thrust preload was 4,000 Ib
(thrust up, --18% full range). The calibration test mass
represents the BO105 rotor system (hub and blade mass).
These comparisons were performed to evaluate the
influence of rotor thrust preload without and with shaft
rotation on the measured FRFs.
Figure 23 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a side force loading at the hub (load
sequence 6) without and with a thrust preload of 4,000 lb.
At low frequencies (<1 Hz) the FRFs for the side force
(fig. 23(e)) and the roll moment (fig. 23(c)) gages show a
ratio of approximately I as these are the directly loaded
gages. The other three gages, normal force (fig. 23(a)),
axial force (fig. 23(d)), and pitch moment (fig. 23(b)),
show a ratio of approximately 0 at low frequency (<! Hz)
and indicate the amount of load interaction seen by
these gages. For the directly loaded balance side force
(fig. 23(e)) and roll moment (fig. 23(c)) gages, the
effect of thrust load is primarily seen at frequencies above
30 Hz; however, there is also splitting of modes occurring
at approximately 16 Hz for both gages. This split may be
a result of the boundary conditions and load path created
by the thrust preioad. Variations in both magnitude and
phase over the entire frequency bandwidth are seen in the
interaction responses of the normal force (fig. 23(a)),
axial force (fig. 23(d)), and pitch moment (fig. 23(b))
gages.
Figure 24 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to an axial force loading at the hub (load
sequence 5) without and with a thrust preload of 4,000 lb.
At low frequencies (<1 Hz) the FRFs for the axial force
(fig. 24(d)) and the pitch moment (fig. 24(b)) gages show
a ratio of approximately I as these are the directly loaded
gages. The other three gages, normal force (fig. 24(a)),
side force (fig. 24(e)), and roll moment (fig. 24(c)), show
a ratio of approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and
indicate the amount of load interaction seen by these
gages. For the directly loaded balance axial force
(fig. 24(d)) and pitch moment (fig. 24(b)) gages, the
effect of thrust load is primarily seen at frequencies above
30 Hz. Variations in both magnitude and phase over the
entirefrequencybandwidthareseenintheinteraction
responsesofthenormalforce(fig.24(a)),sideforce
(fig.24(e)),androllmoment(fig.24(c))gages.
Figure25presentsrepresentativeFRFsofthebalance
gageoutputsduetoanaxialforceloadingatthehub(load
sequence5)withoutandwithshaftrotation(315RPM)
andathrustpreloadof4,000lb.At lowfrequencies
(<1Hz)theFRFsfortheaxialforce(fig.25(d))andthe
pitchmoment(fig.25(b))gageshowaratioofapproxi-
mately1asthesearethedirectlyloadedgages.The
otherthreegages,normalforce(fig.25(a)),sideforce
(fig.25(e)),androllmoment(fig.25(c)),showaratioof
approximately0atlowfrequency(<! Hz)andindicate
theamountofloadinteractionseenbythesegages.For
thedirectlyloadedbalanceaxialforce(fig.25(d))and
pitchmoment(fig.25(b))gages,theeffectof thrustload
isprimarilyseenatfrequenciesabove30Hz.Variations
inbothmagnitudeandphaseovertheentirefrequency
bandwidthareseenintheinteractionresponsesofthe
normalforce(fig.25(a)),sideforce(fig.25(e)),androll
moment(fig.25(c))gages.
Comparisonsoffigures24and25indicatethatthethrust
preloadhasagreatereffectonthemagnitudeofthe
resonanceat19Hzwhentheshaftisrotatingthanwhen
notrotating.
Effect of Thrust Inclination
The effect of rotor thrust preload inclined at both 0 and
! 5 deg is shown in figure 26. The thrust preload was
2,000 Ib (thrust up, ---9% full range). Thrust inclination
was accomplished by applying the thrust preload in the
forward longitudinal direction over the nose of the RTA,
resulting in a combined static loading on the balance. The
calibration test mass represents the SBMR rotor system
(hub and blade mass). These comparisons were performed
to evaluate the influence of rotor thrust inclination on the
measured FRFs.
Figure 26 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to an axial force loading at the hub (load
sequence 5) with a thrust preload of 2,000 Ib at thrust
inclinations of 0 and 15 deg. At low frequencies (<1 Hz)
the FRF for the axial force (fig. 26(d)) and the pitch
moment (fig. 26(b)) gages show a ratio of approximately
I as these are the directly loaded gages. The other three
gages, normal force (fig. 26(a)), side force (fig. 26(e)),
and roll moment (fig. 26(c)), show a ratio of approxi-
mately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate the
amount of load interaction seen by these gages. For the
directly loaded balance axial force (fig. 26(d)) and pitch
moment (fig. 26(b)) gages, the effect of thrust preload
inclination is primarily seen at frequencies above 15 Hz.
Small variations in both magnitude and phase over the
entire frequency bandwidth are seen in the interaction
responses of the side force (fig. 26(e)) and roll moment
(fig. 26(c)) gages. Thrust inclination has a fairly large
effect on the normal force (fig. 26(a)) interaction at
frequencies below 5 Hz and small variations at higher
frequencies. Thrust inclination also has the effect of
shifting the resonance at 19 Hz to a slightly higher
frequency (figs. 26(b) and 26(d)).
Combined Effect of Thrust and Shaft Rotation
The effect of rotor thrust variations with shaft rotation
(3 i 5 RPM) is shown in figure 27. The thrust preload was
varied from 2,000 to 4,000 lb (thrust up, 9-18% full
range). The calibration test mass represents the SBMR
rotor system (hub and blade mass). These comparisons
were performed to evaluate the influence of rotor thrust
variations with shaft rotation on the measured FRFs.
Figure 27 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to an axial force loading at the hub
(load sequence 5) with a thrust preload variation from
2,000 to 4,000 Ib and a shaft rotation of 315 RPM. At
low frequencies (<1 Hz) the FRFs for the axial force
(fig. 27(d)) and the pitch moment (fig. 27(b)) gages show
a ratio of approximately 1 as these are the directly loaded
gages. The other three gages, normal force (fig. 27(a)),
side force (fig. 27(e)), and roll moment (fig. 27(c)), show
a ratio of approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and
indicate the amount of load interaction seen by these
gages. Small variations in both magnitude and phase
over the entire frequency bandwidth are seen in both the
directly loaded balance axial force (fig. 27(d)) and pitch
moment (fig. 27(b)) gages, as well as in the interaction
responses of the normal force (fig. 27(a)), side force
(fig. 27(e)), and roll moment (fig. 27(c)) gages.
Comparison of figures 24, 25, and 27 shows that the
change in hub mass from the BOI05 to the SBMR rotor
configuration shifted the resonance frequency at 19 Hz
(figs. 24 and 25) to 17 Hz (fig. 27). Figure 27 shows little
variation in the magnitude of the resonance with a change
in thrust preload.
Effect of Hub Mass without and with Shaft Rotation
The effect of hub mass on the balance frequency response
is shown in figures 28-32 with no shaft rotation and in
figures 33-36 with a shaft rotation of 315 RPM. The
calibrationtestmasses(hubandblade)ofboththeBO105
andtheSBMRarerepresented.Thesecomparisonswere
performedtoevaluateheinfluenceofhubmassvaria-
tionswithoutandwithshaftrotationonthemeasured
FRFs.
Figure28presentsrepresentativeFRFsofthebalance
gageoutputsduetoasideforceloadingatthehub(load
sequence6)withoutshaftrotation.At lowfrequencies
(<1Hz)theFRFsforthesideforce(fig.28(e))andthe
rollmoment(fig.28(c))gageshowaratioofapproxi-
matelyI asthesearethedirectlyloadedgages.The
otherthreegages,normalforce(fig.28(a)),axialforce(fig.28(d)),andpitchmoment(fig.28(b)),showaratio
ofapproximately0atlowfrequency(<1Hz)andindicate
theamountofloadinteractionseenbythesegages.For
thedirectlyloadedbalancesideforce(fig.28(e))androll
moment(fig.28(c))gages,theeffectofhubmassvaria-
tionsissignificantatfrequenciesabove10Hz.Variations
inbothmagnitudeandphaseovertheentirefrequency
bandwidthareseenin theinteractionresponsesofthe
normalforce(fig.28(a)),axialforce(fig.28(d)),and
pitchmoment(fig.28(b))gages.
Figure 29 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to an axial force loading at the hub (load
sequence 5) without shaft rotation. At low frequencies
(<1 Hz) the FRFs for the axial force (fig. 29(d)) and the
pitch moment (fig. 29(b)) gages show a ratio of approxi-
mately 1 as these are the directly loaded gages. The
other three gages, normal force (fig. 29(a)), side force
(fig. 29(e)), and roll moment (fig. 29(c)), show a ratio of
approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate
the amount of load interaction seen by these gages. For
the directly loaded balance axial force (fig. 29(d)) and
pitch moment (fig. 29(b)) gages, the effect of hub mass
variations is significant at frequencies above 15 Hz.
Variations in both magnitude and phase over the entire
frequency bandwidth are seen in the interaction responses
of the normal force (fig. 29(a)), side force (fig. 29(e)), and
roll moment (fig. 29(c)) gages.
Figure 30 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a normal force loading at the hub
(load sequence !) without shaft rotation. At low fre-
quencies (<i Hz) the FRF for the normal force (fig. 30(a))
gage shows a ratio of approximately I as this is the only
directly loaded gage. The other four gages, axial force
(fig. 30(d)), side force (fig. 30(e)), pitch moment
(fig. 30(b)), and roll moment (fig. 30(c)), show a ratio of
approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate
the amount of load interaction seen by these gages. For
the directly loaded balance normal force (fig. 30(a)) gage,
the effect of hub mass variations is small over the entire
frequency bandwidth. Variations in both magnitude and
phase over the entire frequency bandwidth are seen in the
interaction responses of the axial force (fig. 30(d)), side
force (fig. 30(e)), pitch moment (fig. 30(b)), and roll
moment (fig. 30(c)) gages.
Figure 31 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a forward pitch (out-of-plane)
moment loading at the hub (load sequence 2) without
shaft rotation. The pitch moment (fig. 31(b)) and the
normal force (fig. 31(a)) gages are the only directly
loaded gages in this figure. The other three gages, axial
force (fig. 31(d)), side force (fig. 31(e)), and roll moment
(fig. 31 (c)), show a ratio of approximately 0 at low
frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate the amount of load
interaction seen by these gages. For the directly loaded
balance normal force (fig. 3 l(a)) and pitch moment
(fig. 31 (b)) gages, the effect of hub mass variations is
significant at frequencies above 15 Hz. Variations in both
magnitude and phase over the entire frequency bandwidth
are seen in the interaction responses of the axial force
(fig. 31(d)), side force (fig. 31(e)), and roll moment
(fig. 31 (c)) gages.
Figure 32 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a roll (out-of-plane) moment loading
at the hub (load sequence 4) without shaft rotation. The
roll moment (fig. 32(c)) and the normal force (fig. 32(a))
gages are the only directly loaded gages in this figure.
The other three gages, axial force (fig. 32(d)), side force
(fig. 32(e)), and pitch moment (fig. 32(b)), show a ratio of
approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz)and indicate
the amount of load interaction seen by these gages. For
the directly loaded balance normal force (fig. 32(a))
gage, the effect of hub mass variation is mostly seen at
frequencies above 15 Hz. For the directly loaded balance
roll moment (fig. 32(c)) gage, the effect of hub mass
variation is significant at frequencies above 6 Hz.
Variations in both magnitude and phase over the entire
frequency bandwidth are seen in the interaction responses
of the axial force (fig. 32(d)), side force (fig. 32(e)), and
pitch moment (fig. 32(b)) gages.
Figure 33 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to an axial force loading at the hub
(load sequence 5) with shaft rotation. At low frequencies
(<1 Hz) the FRFs for the axial force (fig. 33(d)) and the
pitch moment (fig. 33(b)) gages show a ratio of approxi-
mately ! as these are the directly loaded gages. The
other three gages, normal force (fig. 33(a)), side force
(fig. 33(e)), and roll moment (fig. 33(c)), show a ratio of
approximately 0 at low frequency (< 1 Hz) and indicate
the amount of load interaction seen by these gages. For
the directly loaded balance axial force (fig. 33(d)) and
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pitchmoment(fig.33(b))gages,theeffectof hubmass
variationswithshaftrotationissignificantatfrequencies
above15Hz,similartotheresultswithoutshaftrotation
showninfigure29.Variationsinbothmagnitudeand
phaseovertheentirefrequencybandwidthareseeninthe
interactionresponsesofthenormalforce(fig.33(a)),side
force(fig.33(e)),androllmoment(fig.33(c))gages.
Figure34presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a normal force loading at the hub
(load sequence 1) with shaft rotation. At low frequencies
(<1 Hz) the FRF for the normal force (fig. 34(a)) gage
shows a ratio of approximately I as this is the only
directly loaded gage. The other four gages, axial force
(fig. 34(d)), side force (fig. 34(e)), pitch moment
(fig. 34(b)), and roll moment (fig. 34(c)), show a ratio
of approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate
the amount of load interaction seen by these gages. For
the directly loaded balance normal force (fig. 34(a)) gage,
the effect of hub mass variations with rotation is small
over the entire frequency bandwidth, similar to results
shown in figure 30 without shaft rotation. Variations in
both magnitude and phase over the entire frequency
bandwidth are seen in the interaction responses of the
axial force (fig. 34(d)), side force (fig. 34(e)), pitch
moment (fig. 34(b)), and roll moment (fig. 34(c)) gages.
Figure 35 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a forward pitch (out-of-plane)
moment loading at the hub (load sequence 2) with shaft
rotation. The pitch moment (fig. 35(b)) and the normal
force (fig. 35(a)) gages are the only directly loaded
gages in this figure. The other three gages, axial force
(fig. 35(d)), side force (fig. 35(e)), and roll moment
(fig. 35(c)), show a ratio of approximately 0 at low
frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate the amount of load
interaction seen by these gages. For the directly loaded
balance normal force (fig. 35(a)) and pitch moment
(fig. 35(b)) gages, the effect of hub mass variations with
shaft rotation is significant at frequencies above 15 Hz,
similar to results shown in figure 31 without shaft
rotation. Variations in both magnitude and phase over
the entire frequency bandwidth are seen in the interaction
responses of the axial force (fig. 35(d)), side force
(fig. 35(e)), and roll moment (fig. 35(c)) gages.
Figure 36 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a roll (out-of-plane) moment loading
at the hub (load sequence 4) with shaft rotation. The roll
moment (fig. 36(c)) and the normal force (fig. 36(a))
gages are the only directly loaded gages in this figure.
The other three gages, axial force (fig. 36(d)), side force
(fig. 36(e)), and pitch moment (fig. 36(b)), show a ratio of
approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate
the amount of load interaction seen by these gages. For
the directly loaded balance normal force (fig. 36(a)) gage,
the effect of hub mass variation is mostly seen at fre-
quencies above 15 Hz, also shown in figure 32(a). For
the directly loaded balance roll moment (fig. 36(c)) gage,
the effect of hub mass variation with shaft rotation is
significant at frequencies above 6 Hz, similar to the
results as was shown in figure 32(c). Variations in both
magnitude and phase over the entire frequency bandwidth
are seen in the interaction responses of the axial force
(fig. 36(d)), side force (fig. 36(e)), and pitch moment
(fig. 36(b)) gages.
Effect of Push Rod Loading
The effect of vibratory loading through the stationary
push rods is shown in figures 37-39 with no shaft
rotation. The vibratory loading through the push rods was
on the order of+100 lb. To gain access to the push rods,
the calibration hardware was removed and the balance
gage FRFs were acquired at zero hub and blade mass.
These comparisons were performed to evaluate the
influence of the vibratory loading through the stationary
push rods on the measured balance FRFs.
Figure 37 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a vibratory loading through stationary
push rod number I (load sequence 7). The normal force
(fig. 37(a)), pitch moment (fig. 37(b)), and the roll
moment (fig. 37(c)) gages are the only directly loaded
gages in this figure. The other two gages, axial force
(fig. 37(d)) and side force (fig. 37(e)), show a ratio of
approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate
the amount of load interaction seen by these gages.
Figure 37(f) shows the dynamic load response of push
rod number 1 to the load cell attached to the end of the
hydraulic actuator.
Figure 38 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a vibratory loading through stationary
push rod number 2 (load sequence 8). The normal force
(fig. 38(a)), pitch moment (fig. 38(b)), and the roll
moment (fig. 38(c)) gages are the only directly loaded
gages in this figure. The other two gages, axial force
(fig. 38(d)) and side force (fig. 38(e)), show a ratio of
approximately 0 at low frequency (<1 Hz) and indicate
the amount of load interaction seen by these gages.
Figure 38(t") shows the dynamic load response of push
rod number 2 to the load cell attached to the end of the
hydraulic actuator.
Figure 39 presents representative FRFs of the balance
gage outputs due to a vibratory loading through stationary
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pushrodnumber3(loadsequence9).Thenormalforce
(fig.39(a)),pitchmoment(fig.39(b)),andtheroll
moment(fig.39(c))gagesaretheonlydirectlyloaded
gagesinthisfigure.Theothertwogages,axialforce
(fig.39(d))andsideforce(fig.39(e)),showaratioof
approximately0atlowfrequency(<1Hz)andindicate
theamountofloadinteractionseenbythesegages.
Figure39(f)showsthedynamicloadresponseofpush
rodnumber3totheloadcellattachedtotheendofthe
hydraulicactuator.
Differencesin thedynamicresponsehowninthephase
plotsof figure37(f)(phasevariationwithfrequency)and
figure38(f)(phaseoscillationwithfrequency)relativeto
figure39(f)arecausedbyfeedbackthroughthecontrol
valvesofboththecalibrationactuatorandtheprimary
controlactuatorpushrodsontheRTA.Difficultyin
introducingvibratoryloadingatthehigherfrequencies
wasnoteduringthecalibration.Timeconstraintsinthe
windtunnelscheduleprecludedasatisfactorysolutionto
thisproblem.Theinfluenceofthesephenomenaonthe
balancemeasurementsisnotfullyknownandshouldbe
furtherinvestigated.
TheFRFspresentedinfigures37-39showthatsignifi-
cantchangesin thedynamicresponseofthebalanceexist
overtheentirefrequencybandwidthof0-64Hz.These
changesinthedynamicresponsearecausedbybalance
interactionsandthedynamicstructuralcharacteristicsof
boththewindtunnelsupportsystemandtheRTA.The
balancegageresponseduetothedynamicloading
throughthestationarypushrodsissignificant,indicating
thenecessityofmakingdynamicorrectionstothe
dynamichubloadsbasedonloadingthroughtheRTA
controlsystem.A descriptionoftheproceduresu edto
accountfordynamicloadingthroughthestationarypush
rodsispresentedinreference6.
Concluding Remarks
Calibration results showing the influence of frequency
bandwidth, hub mass, rotor RPM, thrust preload, and
dynamic loads through the stationary push rods were
discussed and presented in figures 10-39. The FRFs
shown identify the significant changes in the dynamic
response of the balance from 0 to 64 Hz. Since the
balance flexure design places the isolated balance natural
frequencies above 60 Hz, the changes in the dynamic
balance response shown are attributed to the dynamic
structural characteristics of both the wind tunnel support
system and the RTA. Some of the findings from this
dynamic calibration effort are identified below.
The influence of reduced frequency bandwidth (from
0-64 Hz to 0-32 Hz) in the data acquisition process
showed no significant changes in the FRFs with increased
frequency resolution in either the directly loaded balance
gages or the interactions.
Out-of-plane versus in-plane force loading resulted in
markedly different balance pitch and roll moment
responses, which may be the result of the difference in the
magnitude of PM and RM loading applied in each case,
or that the RTA/balance response is considerably
different for out-of-plane versus in-plane loading.
The effects of shaft rotation are mostly seen in the higher
frequency range (above 20-30 Hz) and manifest them-
selves most clearly as a phase shift for both the directly
loaded balance gages and the interactions.
The effect of thrust preload without and with shaft
rotation primarily influenced the directly loaded gages
above 30 Hz and the interactions over the entire fre-
quency bandwidth (0--64 Hz) in both magnitude and
phase.
The effect of thrust preload inclination primarily
influenced the measured magnitudes of the directly
loaded gages above 15 Hz with small variations in both
magnitude and phase for the interactions over the entire
frequency bandwidth (0--64 Hz).
The influence of thrust preload variations from 2,000 to
4,000 Ib (thrust up, 9-18% full range) with shaft rotation
showed small variations in both magnitude and phase
over the entire frequency bandwidth (0-64 Hz) for both
the directly loaded and interaction balance gages.
The effects of hub mass on the measured FRFs with or
without shaft rotation were significant in both magnitude
and phase for frequencies above 10 Hz for either the
directly loaded balance gages or the interactions.
The FRFs for the stationary push rods showed that
significant changes in the dynamic response of the
balance exist over the entire frequency bandwidth of
0-64 Hz and that the balance gage response due to the
dynamic loading through the stationary push rods is
significant. These results clearly indicate that corrections
to the dynamic hub loads are necessary for oscillatory
loading through the RTA control system.
In summary, hub mass variations had the greatest effect
on the directly and indirectly loaded balance gages. Shaft"
rotation had a greater influence on the balance response
measurements than the limited thrust preloading that was
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applied. Inclination of the thrust preload had a greater
influence on the measured balance FRFs than a thrust
preloading with no inclination.
developed. Improved procedures for the application of
vibratory loading through the stationary push rods should
be determined.
Recommendations for Future Work
Future dynamic calibration tests should acquire acceler-
ometer data at the hub in both on-axis and off-axis load
directions to aid in determining the hub displacements
and the effects of inertial loading on the balance response.
The ability to apply off-axis dynamic calibration loading
should be investigated to evaluate the accuracy of the
on-axis response measurements and the influence of the
interactions. The ability to apply multiple dynamic
calibration Ioadings simultaneously should also be
considered.
The ability to apply greater out-of-plane pitch and roll
moment loading should be developed and investigated.
Future calibration efforts should include both in-plane
and out-of-plane loading sequences from the forward and
aft directions, as well as from the left and right sides to
further understand the asymmetric response noted in the
hub pitch moment response.
Dynamic calibration testing of the RTA tunnel
installation at various angles of attack should be per-
formed to investigate the effect of model angle of attack
on the balance dynamic response (FRFs). These data can
be used to determine whether accurate balance load
predictions can be obtained by using a dynamic calibra-
tion matrix obtained from the interpolation over model
angle of attack of the dynamic calibration matrices, which
are determined at only a few model angles of attack.
The accuracy of the balance load predictions was
evaluated against the expected loading from an imbal-
anced hub test in reference 5. This provided only l/rev
balance loading up to 7 Hz. The effects of shaft rotation
and especially hub mass on the balance FRFs are most
noticeable at frequencies above 15 Hz. An ability to
introduce vibratory loading at higher frequencies should
be developed to properly evaluate and quantify the
balance accuracy at higher frequencies. Such loading
should include in-plane and out-of-plane forces and hub
moments.
The capability to properly evaluate the accuracy of
dynamic corrections to the measured balance forces and
moments as a result of vibratory loading through the
stationary push rods (control system) should be
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Table1.Identificationofthedirectlyloadedbalancegagesforthevariousdynamicalibrationtestload
sequences
NF PM RM AF SF
lb ft-lb ft-lb lb lb
Sequence I - Vertical loading at the rotor shaft center a 600
Sequence 2 - Vertical loading at 1 ft forward of the rotor shaft 500 500
center a
Sequence 3 - Vertical loading at 1 ft aft of the rotor shaft center 500 500
Sequence 4 - Vertical loading at 1 ft to the left of the rotor shaft 500 500
center a
Sequence 5 - Horizontal loading in longitudinal direction a 3,660
Sequence 6 - Horizontal loading in lateral direction a 3,660
Sequence 7 - Push rod number I b 100 34 60
Sequence 8 - Push rod number 2 b 100 34 60
Sequence 9 - Push rod number 3b 100 60 34
600
600
aUsed to determine dynamic calibration matrix for the rotor balance through primary load path.
bUsed to determine dynamic calibration matrix for the rotor balance through secondary (redundant) load
path.
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Table2.LoadingenvelopefortheBOI05andSBMRdynamicalibrationtests
(a) BOI05 data set
RPM 0 315 425 0 - - - 315
Thrust (Ib) 0 0 0 4000 - - - 4000
Thrust Inclination (deg) 0 0 0 0 - - - 0
Vertical loading at the rotor shaft center X X X
Vertical loading at 1 ft forward of the X X X
rotor shaft center (longitudinal plane)
Vertical loading at 1 ft aft of the rotor X X X
shaft center (longitudinal plane)
Vertical loading at 1 ft to the left of the X X X
rotor shaft center (lateral plane)
Horizontal loading in longitudinal X X X
direction
Horizontal loading in lateral direction X
Stationary push rod (1-3) loading in X
vertical direction
X X
X
(b) SBMR data set
RPM 0 315 - 0 0 315 315 315
Thrust (Ib) 0 0 - 2000 2000 2000 3000 4000
Thrust Inclination (deg) 0 0 - 0 15 0 0 0
Vertical loading at the rotor shaft center X X
Vertical loading at ! ft forward of the X X
rotor shaft center (longitudinal plane)
Vertical loading at 1 ft to the left of the X X
rotor shaft center (lateral plane)
Horizontal loading in longitudinal X X
direction
Horizontal loading in lateral direction X
X X X X X
X X
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Figure 1. Schematic of top view of the Steady Dynamic Rotor Balance with flexure identification.
Figure 2. Steady Dynamic Rotor Balance.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the redundant Ioad path system on the RTA.
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Figure 4. Longitudinal test setup for the installed, dynamic balance calibration in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel.
]7
Figure 5. Lateral test setup for the installed, dynamic balance calibration in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel.
]8
Figure 6. Vertical moment calibration test setup.
Figure 7, In-plane load calibration test setup.
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Figure 8. Schematic of side view of RTA vertical calibration configuration in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel.
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Figure 9(a). Schematic of top view of RTA longitudinal calibration configuration in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel
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Figure 9(b). Schematic of top view of RTA lateral calibration configuration in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel.
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Figure lO(a). Bandwidth comparison of hub normal force balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure lO(b). Bandwidth comparison of hub pitch moment balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 10(c). Bandwidth comparison of hub roll moment balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure l O(d). Bandwidth comparison of hub axial force balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated B0105
hub mass.
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Figure lO(e). Bandwidth comparfson of hub side force balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated B0105
hub mass.
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Figure 1l (a). Bandwidth comparison of hub normal force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 1l (b). Bandwidth comparison of hub pitch moment balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 11(c). Bandwidth comparison of hub roll moment balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 1l (d). Bandwidth comparison of hub axial force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated B0105
hub mass.
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Figure 1l (e). Bandwidth comparison of hub side force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated BO 105
hub mass.
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Figure 12(a). Bandwidth comparison of hub normal force balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 12(b). Bandwidth comparison of hub pitch moment balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 12(c). Bandwidth comparison of hub roll moment balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 12(d). Bandwidth comparison of hub axial force balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 12(e). Bandwidth comparison of hub side force balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 13(a). Bandwidth comparison of hub normal force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass•
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Figure 13(b). Bandwidth comparison of hub pitch moment balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 13(c). Bandwidth comparison of hub roll moment balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass•
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Figure 13(d). Bandwidth comparison of hub axial force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated BO 105 hub mass•
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Figure 13(e). Bandwidth comparison of hub side force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 14(a). Bandwidth comparison of hub normal force balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 14(b). Bandwidth comparison of hub pitch moment balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 14(c). Bandwidth comparison of hub roll moment balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 14(d). Bandwidth comparison of hub axial force balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 14(e). Bandwidth comparison of hub side force balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass•
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Figure 15(a). Comparison of hub normal force balance response due to forward and aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 15(b). Comparison of hub pitch moment balance response due to forward and aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 16(a). Bandwidth comparison of hub normal force balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 16(b). Bandwidth comparison of hub pitch moment balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 16(c). Bandwidth comparison of hub roll moment balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 16(d). Bandwidth comparison of hub axial force balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 16(e). Bandwidth comparison of hub side force balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 17(a). Comparison of hub pitch moment response due to out-of-plane and in-plane hub forces, simulated B0105
hub mass.
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Figure 17(b). Comparison of hub roll moment response due to out-of-plane and in-plane hub forces, simulated BO 105 hub
mass.
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Figure 18(a). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 18(b). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 18(c). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 18(d). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 18(e). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 19(a). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 19(b). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub normal force loading,
simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 19(c). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure l g(d). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 19(e). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to hub normal force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 20(a). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 20(b). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 20(c). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 20(d). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 20(e). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading,
simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 21(a). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 2 l (b). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 21(c). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 21(d). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 21(e). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to aft hub pitch moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 22(a). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 22(b). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub roll moment loading,
simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 22(c). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 22(d). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 2_2(e). Effect of shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to hub roll moment loading, simulated
BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 23(a). Effect of thrust preload on the hub normal force balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 23(b). Effect of thrust preload on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 23(c). Effect of thrust pre/oad on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 23(d). Effect of thrust pre/oad on the hub axial force balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated
BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 23(e). Effect of thrust preload on the hub side force balance response due to hub side force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 24(a). Effect of thrust preload on the hub normal force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 24(b). Effect of thrust preload on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 24(c). Effect of thrust preload on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
B0105 hub mass•
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Figure 24(d). Effect of thrust preload on the hub axial force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
BO 105 hub mass•
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Figure 24(e). Effect of thrust preload on the hub side force balance response due to hub axial force loading, simulated
BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 25(a). Effect of thrust preload with RPM variation on the hub normal force balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 25(b). Effect of thrust preload with RPM variation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 25(c). Effect of thrust preload with RPM variation on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated B0105 hub mass.
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Figure 25(d). Effect of thrust pre/oad with RPM variation on the hub axial force balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 25(e). Effect of thrust preload with RPM variation on the hub side force balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated BO 105 hub mass.
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Figure 26(a). Comparison of thrust inclination pre/oad on the hub normal force balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 26(b). Comparison of thrust inclination preload on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated $BMR hub mass.
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Figure 26(c). Comparison of thrust inclination preload on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 26(d). Comparison of thrust inclination preload on the hub axial force balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 26(e). Comparison of thrust inclination preload on the hub side force balance response due to hub axial force
loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 27(a). Comparison of variations in thrust preload with shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due
to hub axial force loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 27(b). Comparison of variations in thrust pre/oad with shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response
due to hub axial force loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 27(c). Comparison of variations in thrust preioad withshaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due
to hub axial force loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 27(d). Comparison of variations in thrust pre/oad with shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to
hub axial force loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 27(e). Comparison of variations in thrust pre/oad with shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to
hub axial force loading, simulated SBMR hub mass.
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Figure 28(a). Effect of hub mass on the hub normal force balance response due to hub side force loading.
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Figure 28(b). Effect of hub mass on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub side force loading.
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Figure 28(c). Effect of hub mass on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub side force loading.
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Figure 28(d). Effect of hub mass on the hub axial force balance response due to hub side force loading.
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Figure 28(e). Effect of hub mass on the hub side force balance response due to hub side force loading.
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Figure 29(a). Effect of hub mass on the hub normal force balance response due to hub axial force loading.
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Figure 29(b). Effect of hub mass on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub axial force loading.
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Figure 29(c). Effect of hub mass on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub axial force loading.
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Figure 29(d). Effect of hub mass on the hub axial force balance response due to hub axial force loading.
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Figure 29(e). Effect of hub mass on the hub side force balance response due to hub axial force loading.
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Figure 30(a). Effect of hub mass on the hub normal force balance response due to hub normal force loading.
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Figure 30(b). Effect of hub mass on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub normal force loading•
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Figure 30(c). Effect of hub mass on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub normal force loading.
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Figure 30(d). Effect of hub mass on the hub axial force balance response due to hub normal force loading.
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Figure 30(e). Effect of hub mass on the hub side force balance response due to hub normal force loading.
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Figure 31(a). Effect of hub mass on the hub normal force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 31(b). Effect of hub mass on the hub pitch moment balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 31(c). Effect of hub mass on the hub roll moment balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 31(d). Effect of hub mass on the hub axial force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading•
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Figure 31(e). Effect of hub mass on the hub side force balance response due to forward hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 32(a). Effect of hub mass on the hub normal force balance response due to hub roll moment loading.
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Figure 32(b). Effect of hub mass on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub roll moment loading.
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Figure 32(c). Effect of hub mass on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub rofl moment loading.
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Figure 32(d). Effect of hub mass on the hub axial force balance response due to hub roll moment loading.
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Figure 32(e). Effect of hub mass on the hub side force balance response due to hub roll moment loading.
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Figure 33(a). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to hub
axial force loading.
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Figure 33(b). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub
axial force loading.
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Figure 33(c). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub
axial force loading.
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Figure 33(d). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to hub
axial force loading.
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Figure 33(e). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to hub
axial force loading.
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Figure 34(a). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to hub
normal force loading.
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Figure 34(b). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub
normal force loading.
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Figure 34(c). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub
normal force loading.
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Figure 34(d). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to hub
normal force loading.
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Figure 34(e). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to hub
normal force loading.
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Figure 35(a). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to
forward hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 35(b). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to
forward hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 35(c). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to
forward hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 35(d). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to forward
hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 35(e). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to forward
hub pitch moment loading.
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Figure 36(a). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub normal force balance response due to hub
roll moment loading.
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Figure 36(b). Comparison of hub mass vatYationwith shaft rotation on the hub pitch moment balance response due to hub
roll moment loading.
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Figure 36(c). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub roll moment balance response due to hub
roll moment loading.
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Figure 36(d). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub axial force balance response due to hub roll
moment loading.
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Figure 36(e). Comparison of hub mass variation with shaft rotation on the hub side force balance response due to hub roll
moment loading.
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Figure 37(a). Hub normal force balance response due to push rod number 1 loading.
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Figure 37(b). Hub pitch moment balance response due to push rod number I loading.
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Figure 37(c). Hub roll moment balance response due to push rod number I loading.
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Figure 37(d). Hub axial force balance response due to push rod number I loading.
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Figure 37(e). Hub side force balance response due to push rod number 1 loading.
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Figure 37(f). Push rod 1 response due to push rod number I loading.
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Figure 38(a). Hub normal force balance response due to push rod number 2 loading.
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Figure 38(b). Hub pitch moment balance response due to push rod number 2 loading.
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Figure 38(c). Hub roll moment balance response due to push rod number 2 loading.
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Figure 38(d). Hub axial force balance response due to push rod number 2 loading.
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Figure 38(e). Hub side force balance response due to push rod number 2 loading.
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Figure 38(0. Push rod 2 response due to push rod number 2 loading.
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Figure 39(a). Hub normal force balance response due to push rod number 3 loading.
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Figure 39(b). Hub pitch moment balance response due to push rod number 3 loading.
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Figure 39(c). Hub roll moment balance response due to push rod number 3 loading.
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Figure 39(d). Hub axial force balance response due to push rod number 3 loading.
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Figure 39(e). Hub side force balance response due to push rod number 3 loading.
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Figure 39(f). Push rod 3 response due to push rod number 3 loading.
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